It all starts with a clean chain…
By Robert Pacifici
(Introduction)
As members of BCCC we all share a common love of cycling, but each of us is drawn to the sport for different reasons:
getting fit, experiencing the great outdoors, the sense of comradery helping your mates get a “PR”, and the many social
adventures we share on the road together, to name a few. For me there has always been one particular draw…I love
technology and the “Zen of bike maintenance!” My enthusiasm for the latest gadgets and having a sparkling well-tuned
rig are self-evident and must be the reason why the editors of this newsletter have asked me if I would contribute
monthly articles on all matters related to keeping your bicycle safe, optimized, and looking sharp.
In the spirit of full disclosure, I’m a PhD Biochemist…not a certified bike mechanic! That said, countless hours of iterative
trial and error on my own bikes, too many YouTube videos, and reading through countless technical manuals have given
me confidence that there’s a pretty solid method to most of my madness. I have a bunch of topics in mind that I think
will be of utility to the BCCC membership, but please feel free to let me know if there are specific areas that you’d like
me to cover in subsequent articles. For this inaugural article (as the title suggests) …it all starts with a clean chain. Hope
you enjoy!
(Part 1 of 3)
Your bicycle’s chain sits at the very heart of the drivetrain, elegantly designed and crafted to transfer power from the
rider’s pedal strokes to the rear wheel. This marvel of engineering is too often taken for granted, ignored, or worse,
gratuitously over lubricated into a sticky mess. Having a well-maintained chain ensures that your bike will shift gears
smoothly, purr quietly, allow for facile and clean chain handling (for example during a rear flat change), and most
importantly prevent that unwanted “chainring tattoo” we see all too often on the calf of riders’ right legs!

Left: Real chain ring tattoo; Right: Fake chain ring tattoo from a dirty chain!
There’s a lot to say about chains: comparing different brands, determining proper length, measuring wear-n-tear, modes
of lubrication…all interesting, but for this article, I’ll walk you through a few steps that will get any chain back to being
(better than) factory clean, and then a few additional pointers for ongoing maintenance that will keep it that way!
For me, there is no way to clean a chain properly and thoroughly while it’s on the bike. Since the contiguous chain is
threaded through both front and rear derailleurs and around the rear frame stay you’ll have to “break” the circular chain
into its linear form to get it off. Some chains have already have an installed “master link” which allows you to open the
chain by hand or using a simple pillar-like tool. Spin your chain by turning the pedal cranks and look for the one link that
looks “different” from all the others…that’s the one!

Left: Master Link; Right: Master Link Opener Tool
For chains without a master link (e.g., ones that were factory installed) again, spin the chain and look for one of the
chain rivets that looks different than the others. Use a chain breaking tool to remove that rivet. I recommend removing
the adjacent rivet as well to leave two “female” links and use a removable master link when it’s time to rejoin the chain.

Left: Master Rivet; Middle: Chain Breaking Tool; Right: Linear chain with two female ends
Gently unthread the linear chain off the bike and take care not to allow it to damage the paint or components on the
way out. In part two we’ll go through the actual cleaning protocol.
(Part 2 of 3)
In the previous instalment we’ve discussed the importance of chain maintenance and took the first step of removing the
chain from the bike…now what?! In part 2 we’ll go through my recommendations for the most thorough version of how
to get your chain as clean as possible. Some may feel that this protocol is an exaggeration and not worth the effort. A
couple of things to keep in mind: 1) You’ll only need to do this a couple of times a year provided you follow the post ride
recommendations; and 2) I feel it’s better to provide the most comprehensive version and then let users decide how
much they want to compromise from there.
Many people focus on cleaning the visible external surfaces of the chain, unfortunately that’s just not adequate since
most of the surfaces subject to friction are actually hidden deep inside the chain links where no brush will ever reach.
My technique ensures that every nook-and-cranny of your chain will be cleaned by using sonic waves and a series of
solvents.
1) To start, you can wipe off any “large chunks” on the chain with a dry rag.
2) Find a flat-bottom container that you are willing to dedicate (sacrifice?) as your chain cleaning vessel. I use a
laboratory beaker, but most kitchen Tupperware will suffice. In order to minimize the volume needed to
completely submerge, fold the chain in half and in half again so that you have a compact and flat bundle that
you can place at the bottom of your container.
3) The first solvent I use is “GooGone.” This miracle fluid is a non-toxic powerhouse derived from citrus oils! So it
smells nice, is safe, and can dissolve just about anything! Pour just enough to completely cover the chain into
the container.
4) GooGone will eventually dissolve most of the grease and road grime accumulated on any chain. However, a
sonicator can dramatically speed up and improve the process. A sonicator is a device that uses ultrasound
energy to vibrate and shake debris loose more quickly. You may have seen a sonicator in action as a jewelry
cleaner, it’s basically a water bath that makes a high pitch squeal and micro-shakes the heck out of anything you
place in it. They are relatively inexpensive and available on Amazon. I typically sonicate for about 5 minutes. If
you chose not to sonicate, just periodically shake the container by hand from side to side and allow the chain to
“marinate” in GooGone for at least an hour.

5) Most of you will be surprised at how much dirt comes out the chain and how it turns the GooGone from clear
orange into a deep black “soup!” To minimize recontamination of the chain lift it out of the container. You can
dispose of the used dirty GooGone down the drain as it is safe and biodegradable.
6) Place the chain back into the container and do one round of rinsing in warm water with a (very) small dash of
dishwashing soap (Dawn) and then continue rinsing with just warm water to get rid of any residual GooGone
from the inside of the chain. Dry the chain and the container with clean rag.
7) GooGone is an “aqueous” solvent, which means that it is water-based. But in order to get the remaining grime
out you’re going to need to use an “organic” solvent like mineral spirits. You can buy this at any hardware store
as it is often used as paint thinner. Again, use just enough mineral spirits to cover the chain and sonicate for 5
minutes (or shake by hand a few times over the course of an hour).
8) Once again, lift the chain out of the container and dispose of the used mineral spirits (not down the drain!).
Hopefully this second rinse is cleaner than the first. If not, you can repeat this step until the chain doesn’t
completely trash the mineral spirits.
9) OK, almost done, I promise. Mineral spirits are organic, but not very volatile. In other words, it won’t evaporate
quickly and could leave a nasty residue inside your chain. To mitigate this, we’ll do one final round of sonication,
this time in acetone (aka nail polish remover). Acetone will remove any last bits of dirt and any residual mineral
spirits. When you lift the chain out from this last rinse, just place it on a clean dry towel and you’ll see that the
chain will dry as the acetone evaporates.
10) A quick visual inspection should reveal a very clean chain! Once you are certain that the chain is clean and
completely dry you should move quickly to apply fresh lubricant so that the bare metal does not remain exposed
to the corrosive air for too long. I use “Squirt” dry lube…but that’s a topic for another article!
Believe it or not, I actually do solvents 1 and 3 on a brand-new chain to remove the gross factory grease that
manufacturers slobber on to keep the chain from rusting in the package. In the next and final instalment of this article,
we’ll go through the steps to get your chain properly mounted back onto the bike’s drive train and how to do routine
post ride maintenance to keep it looking good.

(Part 3 of 3)
OK, home stretch! Before you start the process of remounting the chain onto the bike, make sure it is well-lubricated
with whatever product you plan on using on a going forward basis. I’ll do a future article on lubrication (get your mind
out of the gutter!), but suffice it to say for the chain I’m a big fan of using a product called Squirt.
Some chains are asymmetric, which means that there’s a correct way and an incorrect way to mount it. Have a look on
the chain itself to look for any arrows or other markings that indicate direction of rotation. As a rule of thumb, most
manufactures like to see their names on the outside (facing you), so that’s also a clue. If all else fails, Google the
brand/model for any instructions. That said, don’t be concerned if you don’t find anything as the vast majority of chains
can be mounted independent of direction.
Here are the steps I use to make for a smooth and hassle-free remounting of the chain:
1) Before you get started with the chain itself, it’s a good idea to prep the bicycle itself to receive the chain. The
rear derailleur should be in the second to last smallest cog of the cassette, and the front derailleur should be
positioned over the smallest chain ring.
2) Take one end of the chain and starting from the rear of the bike thread it in between the rear wheel and the
right chain stay.

3) Next thread the same end through the front derailleur and pull through so that you can drape that end over the
smaller chain ring.

4) With the front end safely positioned on the small chain ring, you can let it go and pick up the other end of the
chain. You’ll need to thread this end through the rear derailleur’s two jockey wheels. Start from the top to the
bottom using the following pattern below. Pay particular attention to thread through the top jockey wheel and
the stud located on the inside of the derailleur cage before looping around the bottom jockey wheel.

5) You should now have the two loose ends of the open chain hanging down, one at the front and one at the back.

Go ahead and insert one half of your master-link at the back and the other half at the front as shown below.
Notice that they are inserted into opposite faces of the chain.
6) Using your left hand for the rear end and your right hand for the front end and pull the two master links into
close enough proximity to allow for them to be joined. You’ll need to exert some force to make this happen to
overcome the tension from the rear derailleur spring. Once they are engaged, you’ll need to use a chain-closing
tool to snap the masterlinks together…you should hear or feel a little “click”!

That’s it! You have a beautiful clean and lubed chain installed on your rig…congratulations. Go ahead and crank
the pedals a few times and shift through all the gears to make sure that everything is working smoothly. Now
that you have a clean chain, it’s easy to keep it that way. At the end of every ride I simply wipe the chain with a
clean cloth to remove external dirt/debris. Every third ride or about every 150 miles sparingly reapply the same
lube you used on your naked chain after cleaning (no switching from dry to wet or vice-versa!).

I hope that you all find this (three part) article useful. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or
suggestions for future topics at Robert.pacifici@gmail.com
Until then: “Spins, grins, and tailwinds”
Robert

